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The fight to protect
compounded hormones
is in a critical phase.
IN 2021, THE ALLIANCE FOR PHARMACY COMPOUNDING
LAUNCHED A CAMPAIGN TO PRESERVE PATIENT
ACCESS TO COMPOUNDED HORMONES.
Together, we achieved much, but there remains so much to do.
Our fight is not a bureaucratic struggle. For the millions of patients
who depend on their compounded hormones to live normally,
it is a potential health crisis. For many providers and pharmacists
this issue will determine the future of their practices.

THE FIGHT IS NOT
OVER. WE NEED YOUR
SUPPORT, YOUR VOICE,
YOUR ACTIONS MORE
THAN EVER.

So far, the FDA has been distracted by a number of critical
issues. I expect they will return to the issue of compounded
hormones soon. We certainly aren’t out of the woods.
DAVID PORE
PARTNER, HANCE SCARBOROUGH, LLP
APC GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COUNSEL

YEAR ONE: 2021
In the first year of our campaign, we successfully:
→ Reached 25,000,000 patients, prescribers and physicians
→ Engaged with more than 300,000 stakeholders
→ Developed and launched compounding.com
→ Filmed and launched multiple testimonial videos
→ Produced our Compounding the Joy of Living video
→ Produced a version of Compounding the Joy of Living

for our pharmacists to use in their local markets
→ Created in-store marketing materials for our pharmacists
→ Funded a 3rd-party review of the NASEM report
→ Published articles in STAT News and Everyday Health
→ Produced multiple letters to Congress
→ Featured in more than 100 podcast episodes

YEAR TWO: 2022
Standing up to FDA overreach
When we consider the future of compounding, 2022 may
well prove a decisive point. And the fight over compounded
hormones may prove to be the decisive issue. We must
engage with patients, with practitioners, with relevant
media and with Congress.

I strongly urge every
pharmacist involved in
compounding, who believes
in compounding, who is
helping patients — become
a member of APC. I urge
you to get involved. I ask
every owner of 503A and
503B pharmacies to support
the Alliance financially as
much as you can possibly
contribute. There has
never been a greater time
to educate both Congress
and government regulators
about the GOOD being
done on a daily basis by our
pharmacists for our patients.
ROBERT NICKELL
PHARMACIST
CEO NUBRATORI RX (503B)

We must continue to make our voices heard and help people
understand exactly what’s at stake. Most importantly, we need
to inspire everyone affected by this issue to take action.
LEARN MORE AT

compounding.com

OUR 2022 GOAL:

Raise +$850,000
In 2022, the money we raise will fund:
→ Extensive advertising to all stakeholders

of compounded hormones
→ Focused effort to engage practitioners
→ Developing and expanding compounding.com
→ Unique media opportunities
→ Added focus on patient testimonials

JOIN THE FIGHT TO PROTECT
COMPOUNDED HORMONES.
INVEST TODAY!
https://members.a4pc.org/donate/media.html

